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CONDITIONS WHICH DETERMINE CROSS-POLLINATION AND THE
SETTING OF FRUIT IN ORCHARDS

Three conditions are important in determining whether an
interplanting will be liable to increase the production of fruit.

1. The varieties interplanted should so reciprocate in flower
behavior that there is opportunity for cross-pollination.

2. Means for effecting the pollinations must be operating year
after year.

3. The pollinations when made must lead to fertilization and
to the development of fruit.

1. Any interplanting of an A with a B variety will increase the
chances for cross-pollination and these will be greatest when the
A and B varieties used most fully reciprocate in the hours of the
daily sequence and also bloom together over a considerable part
of the flowering season. On the basis of flower behavior the proper
interplanting of any variety will increase the chances for the
pollination of flowers especially when they are in the first-period
of anthesis and evidently most receptive to pollen.

An interplanting of only A or of only B varieties will give very
little increased opportunity over solid-block planting for the
normal pollination of first-period flowers. It is, however, quite
possible that certain short cycle B varieties as the Pollock and
Trapp will benefit by cross-pollinations with other B varieties dur-
ing the second-period of anthesis provided the pistils remain re-
ceptive.

2. An interplanting can only afford an opportunity for cross-
pollinations. Means for making the pollinations must be operat-
ing. Fortunately honey bees are very fond of the nectar of
avocado flowers and they also collect pollen from the flowers. They
freely visit the flowers during both of the periods of opening.
Various other insects visit the flowers of avocados and some of.
these may be important agents in effecting pollination. But hives
of the honey bee may be placed in the avocado orchards and to a
considerable degree kept under control and for this reason the
honey bee is to be considered as the most promising agent for
orchard pollination.

Insects in their visits to the flowers automatically effect many
self- and close-pollinations during the second period of opening
but it seems obvious-that the pistils of many such flowers are not
receptive. Theymay alsoect close-pollinations of first-period
flowers whenthese are possible through overlap or through forc-
ing. But to effect reciprocal cross-pollinations an individual


